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Abstract The inability to achieve a globally-binding agreement on greenhouse house gas reduction reflects a wide disagreement on the uncertain consequences of environmental regulations currently envisioned. This paper builds a two-sector trade model featuring heterogeneous firms, individual firm’s endogenous innovation, entry-exit, and export decisions, as well as environmental constraints. The analytical model is supplemented with numerical simulations to shed light on the interactive roles played by trade policies, environmental regulations, and innovation uncertainty. Simulation results show the trade policy of border adjustments based upon sector emission intensity and stringent environmental policies can result in resources reallocation favoring the clean sector rather than the dirty sector. However, these effects on the dirty sector could be greatly alleviated if this sector could enjoy some advantage in the innovation.
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Introduction



To mitigate climate change induced by anthropogenic greenhouse gas emission, a globallycoordinated effort is urgently needed. Failure to reach binding global agreements in Copenhagen 2010 lies in the wide disagreement in the uncertainties around the proposed environmental policies and programs. One set of these uncertainties centers on issues such as how the effects of envisioned policies will unfold in a globalization era via changes in trade patterns and intra-country resource reallocations, especially the roles played by firms’ entryexit decisions on domestic or oversea markets as well as research and development (R&D) responses. A comprehensive framework capable of incorporating these firm-level decisions is needed to conduct relevant policy analysis for future climate change discussions. Most current analyses in environmental economics literature is either built upon computational general equilibrium (CGE) models (Nordhaus, 1994) or assumes an exogenous technological improvement (Golosov et al., 2014) and is absent the response of endogenous innovation to environmental and/or related trade policies. Additionally, theoretical frameworks based upon representative firm models assume no heterogeneity in firm productivity, and, hence, do not characterize a firm’s endogenous entry-exit decisions. However, these two features have been found to play substantial roles in explaining firm-level economic activities by both theoretical and empirical international trade models (Melitz, 2003; Bernard et al., 2007; Atkeson and Burstein, 2010). Moreover, a recent empirical paper (Greenstone et al., 2011) suggests firm productivity heterogeneity plays a significantly important role to explain a firm’s entry-exit decisions in response to stringent environmental regulations. A comprehensive framework capable of evaluating the effects of alternative environmental proposals and related trade policies should take into account the endogenous response, like entry-exit, R&D in the presence of a firm’s heterogeneity. With this objective in mind, we adapt and extend the analytical framework with heterogeneous firms and endogenous innovation using Atkeson and Burstein (2010)’s two-sector model with both sector- and firm-level environmental performance taken into account. Specifically, the economy consists of two 2



sectors labeled as dirty (d) and clean (c), differing in the sector-specific pollution intensity embedded in their production technologies. Combining the heterogeneous firms trade model (Melitz, 2003) with the augmented two-sector endogenous innovation model, our analytical model has the following distinguishable features: (i) firms’ endogenous entry-exit decisions on entering the domestic market and/or the foreign market and (ii) firms’ R&D decisions. Utilizing these features, the model has the potential to analyze the intra- and inter-industry effects of alternative climate policies on resource allocation and innovation decisions, and also contribute to the literature and to policy discussions. As indicated in Atkeson and Burstein (2010), the model structure with both heterogeneous firms and endogenous innovation decisions increases the difficulty to conduct a closed form analysis even in a symmetric world. In this paper, we mainly rely on numerical simulations to draw insights from the model in a symmetric two-country world. We are particularly interested in the responses from firms’ entry-exit decisions captured by changes in productivity thresholds, R&D innovation decisions represented by changes in research participation probability, and resource reallocations determined by firms’ entry-exit and R&D decisions. We twist the model parameters to represent different sets of environmental and related trade policies in the numerical analysis. Namely, we use an emission cap change to mimic situations in which countries are willingly to put a cap on their total emissions, an increase in tariff on dirty goods to represent carbon embodied border adjustments, and an increase in entry cost in dirty sector to reflect the possible domestic regulation requirements for firms in the dirty sector. The border adjustment on all tradable dirty goods suppressed dirty firms’ incentive to engage in the process innovation, due to revenue losses from overseas markets. The suppressed innovation activities at the firm’s level lead to the declining aggregate productivity in the dirty sector, thereby directing resources reallocated from the dirty sector to the clean sector. Stringent environmental regulations place disproportionally upward environmental pressures for all firms, leading to the contraction of a dirty sector, but
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expansion of the clean sector. To further shed light on the role of innovation breakthrough for each policy scenario, we postulate a structure change in the innovation cost function in terms of innovation cost reductions, which could be attributed to possible governmental supports on R&D at the sector-level. The innovation cost advantage would offset the negative intra-industry effects of carbon tariffs or stringent environmental regulations on the dirty sector, and even overturn the downtrend effect. This paper contributes to the growing literature on trade and the environment that has employed different frameworks to examine the effects of climate and related trade policies. The first line of studies uses the North-South trade models. Pioneering the approach, Copeland and Taylor (1994, 1995) decompose the environmental effects of trade into scale, size, and technique effects. To provide a comprehensive assessment of policy instruments, some studies employ the global trading analysis program (GTAP) framework to investigate carbon leakage of climate policy (Fischer and Fox, 2012; Baylis et al., 2014) or develop multi-regional input-output models to examine the welfare effects of embodied carbon tariffs (Bohringer et al., 2013). Another branch of the literature applies the dynamic integrated model of climate change and the economy model, the well-known DICE model, to design or compare climate policies that aim to combat global warming (Nordhaus, 1994, 2002; Popp, 2004). Recent work applies the dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models (DSGE) to examine climate policy in either positive or normalize analysis. Golosov et al. (2014) derive the optimal policies in a model with exogenous technologies and exhaustible resources. They show the optimal resource tax should decrease over time. Along this line, Holladay et al. (2014) develop a small open-economy DSGE model to evaluate three alternative environmental controls (i.e., cap-and-trade, tax, and standard). Unlike the above modeling framework, our theoretical model focuses on the firm-level productivity heterogeneity and, hence, can capture a firm’s entry-exit dynamic decisions in response to policy instruments. Recent works by Acemoglu et al. (2012, 2014) build an endogenous growth model with the environmental constraints and conduct relevant normative analysis. The former study (Ace-
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moglu et al., 2012) focuses on the directed technical change, while the latter study (Acemoglu et al., 2014) models the competition in production and innovation between clean and dirty technologies. Research and innovation for each technology depends upon a knowledge stock represented by a separate quality ladder. This paper is closely related to a line of existing research that employs the heterogeneous firm framework to analyze the effects of environmental regulations. A notable exception is Konishi and Tarui (2013). They examine the effects of alternative emission trading designs (e.g., grandfathering schemes) on the long-run equilibrium mass of firms and entry-exits. We expand this approach by first extending the model to an open economy with costly trade and then allowing the endogenous process innovation. Our model emphasizes the role of productivity heterogeneity to determine the firm-level process innovation in response to policy instruments. A recent study by Erdogan (2014) incorporates environmental policy and factor endowment into a multi-country trade model with heterogeneous firms. Using the calibrate model, this work quantifies the environmental consequences of free trade and the economic impacts of environmental harmonization policies. Another paper by Kreickemeier and Richter (2014) investigates the environmental impact of trade liberalization by decomposing this impact into scale and reallocation effects. Besides endogenous innovation, our model differs with their work in the environmental-related trade policy. Whereas they study the intra-industry effect of trade cost reductions, we consider the trade cost changes only in the carbon-intensive sector and focus on both the intra- and inter-industry impacts of this carbon-embodied trade policy. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the extended model setup, followed up by a characterization of the simulated symmetric steady-state equilibrium in Section 3. Section 4 provides numerical results on carbon-related border adjustments and stringent environmental policies. Section 5 concludes this study
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2



Model Setup



We develop a trade model with endogenous innovation and heterogeneous firms utilized by Atkeson and Burstein (2010) and extend this model into a two-sector model in the presence of environmental activities.



2.1



Preference



By a representative consumer performing the roles of worker and of entrepreneur, a discretetime economy is inhabited. The representative consumer with an infinite life has preferences over a composite consumption of non-tradable final goods, denoted by Ct , and also suffers externality from the aggregate emissions Et , ∞ X



1 [U (Ct ) − D(Et )] t t=0 (1 + λ)



(1)



where λ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount rate. The damage function D(Et ) is increasing and convex in the aggregate emissions, Et . At time t, the composite consumption of non-tradable final goods is composed of two final goods: (i) produced in the dirty sector, called dirty good, Cdt , and (ii) is manufactured from the clean sector, called clean good,Cct . 



ε−1 ε



Ct = Cct



ε−1 ε



+ Cdt







ε ε−1



(2)



where ε ∈ (1, ∞) denotes the elasticity of substitution between two non-tradable final outputs. With the aggregate revenue, Rt , and the price for each final output, Pjt , the representative consumer’s aggregate demand of final output produced in sector j is



Cjt =



Rt Pjt−ε Pct1−ε + Pdt1−ε
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(3)



2.2



Production



At time t, a non-tradable final good, j ∈ {c, d}, index clean and dirty, respectively, is produced by assembling a continuum of tradable intermediate goods within sector j. Intermediate firms in each country are monopolistically competitive. Intermediate goods are each produced by heterogeneous firms with firm-specific productivity, ϕ, which represents the quality of the intermediate goods as well. Production of intermediate goods requires labor used as variable costs. Let fj be the time-invariant fixed production cost of serving the domestic market measured in research goods introduced shortly. In addition, the production of intermediate goods also generates pollution as byproducts. We treat the emission byproducts as another input used in the production process in a manner analogous to Copeland and Taylor (1994). Hence, an intermediate goods firm with a firm-specific productivity, ϕ, in sector j at time t, produces intermediate output, yjt (ϕ), according to the constant returns to scale production technology,



yjt (ϕ) = ϕ1/(ρ−1) (ljt )1−βj (ejt )βj , ρ > 1



(4)



where ljt is the units of labor used as variable costs, ejt is the amount of pollution by-products generated by the intermediate firm of type ϕ, βj denotes the sector-specific emission intensity in sector j. For expositional convenience, we rescale firm productivity using the exponent, 1/(ρ − 1), such that each firm’s equilibrium revenues and variable profits are proportional to ϕ. Due to the homogeneity of the production function, the dual unit cost function is given by1 1−βj βj pet



cjt (wt , pet ) = wt



(5)



International trade is subject to both time-invariant fixed costs of fjx > 0 measured −β



The cost function is cjt (wt , pet , q)/Bj , where Bj ≡ βj j (1 − βj )βj −1 . As in Bernard et al. (2007), we redefine the output units so cost function (5) will be used throughout this paper. 1
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in research goods, thereafter sunk, and iceberg type of variable costs, denoted by τj > 1. Let xjt (ϕ) ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator of the export decision of home intermediate firms with ϕ in sector j at time t (with xjt (ϕ) = 1, if the firm selects to export, and zero otherwise). We use an asterisk to distinguish foreign variables from the home variables when necessary. The corresponding foreign equations are omitted, but could be defined analogously. The output of home country intermediate good firms can be used to produce the home final goods, with the quantity of this domestic absorption denoted by ajt (ϕ). Alternatively, some portion of its output could be exported to produce the foreign final goods. Quantity of the output produced by the home intermediate firms, but used in the foreign country is denoted as axjt (ϕ). Since export is subject to variable costs of τj > 1, the home intermediate firms must export τj axjt (ϕ) units of output to have axjt (ϕ) units arrive in the foreign country for uses in the production of the foreign final goods, j. Then, the feasibility condition requires



ajt (ϕ) + xjt (ϕ)τj axjt (ϕ) = yjt (ϕ)



(6)



By assembling a continuum of home and foreign intermediate goods, a non-tradable final goods in sector j is produced with the following form, Z



Yjt =



ajt (ϕ)



ρ−1 ρ



dMjt +



Z



x∗jt (ϕ)ax∗ jt (ϕ)



ρ−1 ρ



dMjt∗







ρ ρ−1



(7)



where (Mjt , Mjt∗ ) denote the measures of the home and foreign intermediate firms in sector j at time t, respectively; ax∗ jt (ϕ) denotes the units of the foreign intermediate goods exported and used for producing the home final goods; and x∗jt (ϕ) is the export decision of the foreign intermediate firms. Intermediate goods are substituted with a constant elasticity of ρ > 1. Note, the first integration represents the home intermediate goods used in the domestic market and the second integration expresses the foreign intermediate goods used in the export market. The production function form of non-tradable final goods also captures the importance of both the quality and quantity of intermediate goods utilized in production. 8



The non-tradable final goods in both home and foreign countries are each produced by competitive firms. Subject to the feasibility constraint in equation (7), the final goods firms choose output Yjt , and inputs ajt (ϕ) and ax∗ jt (ϕ) to maximize profits given prices of the ∗ final good and intermediate goods Pjt , pjt , px∗ jt , export decisions xjt (ϕ), xjt (ϕ), and measures



of operating intermediate firms Mjt , Mjt∗ ,



max P Y − x∗ jt jt



Z



ajt ,ajt



pjt ajt (ϕ)dMjt −



Z



∗ x∗ ∗ px∗ jt xjt (ϕ)ajt (ϕ)dMjt



(8)



The equilibrium price of a final good in sector j must satisfy Z



Pjt =



1−ρ



pjt (ϕ)



dMjt +



Z



1−ρ x∗jt (ϕ)px∗ dMjt∗ jt (ϕ)







1 1−ρ



(9)



The static profit maximization of final goods firms gives rise to the iso-elastic inverse demand curves of intermediate goods in the domestic and export markets:



ajt (ϕ) = Yjt



pjt (ϕ) Pjt



!−ρ



; axjt (ϕ)



=



Yjt∗



pxjt (ϕ) Pjt∗



!−ρ



(10)



In each country, the research good, set as a numerarie good, is produced by a competitive firm that employs Yjtr units of the home non-tradable final goods, Lrjt units of labor, r and Ejt units of emission permits. This production technology assumes constant returns to



scale: 



Ajt = Yjtr



1−α h



r βj (Lrjt )1−βj (Ejt )



iα



(11)



With perfect competition of the research goods market, cost minimization gives rise to: (1 − βj )α Yjt wt βj α Yjt pet = = ; r r 1 − α Ljt Pjt 1 − α Ejt Pjt
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(12)



With the choice of numeraire goods, we have



1 = α−α (1 − α)α−1 (Pjt )1−α [cjt (w, pe )]α



(13)



Home intermediate firms with a firm-specific productivity draw, ϕ, faces a static profit maximization problem of choosing labor inputs, ljt (ϕ), emission inputs, ejt (ϕ), prices, pjt (ϕ), pxjt (ϕ), quantities, ajt (ϕ), axjt (ϕ), and export decisions, xjt (ϕ), to maximize current period profits given the wage rate, wt , emission price, pet , prices and outputs of the final goods, j, in both countries Pjt , Pjt∗ , Yjt and Yjt∗ . This static profit maximization problem is written as h



πjt (ϕ) = max pjt ajt + pxjt xjt (ϕ)axjt (ϕ) − wt ljt (ϕ) − pet ejt (ϕ) − fj + xjt (ϕ)fjx



i



(14)



The optimal pricing rule is a constant mark-up over the marginal costs,



pjt (ϕ) =



cjt (pet , wt ) x τj cjt (pet , wt ) ; pjt (ϕ) = 1/(ρ−1) σϕ σϕ1/(ρ−1) β



1−βj



where σ ≡ 1 − 1/ρ ∈ (0, 1). cjt (pet , wt ) ≡ petj wt



(15)



denotes the marginal cost of the home



intermediate firms in sector j at time t. The input demand functions across markets are derived, using the Shepards’ Lemma, (1 − βj )σ (1 − βj )σ x x rjt (ϕ); ljt (ϕ) = rjt (ϕ) wt wt βj σ βj σ x ejt (ϕ) = rjt (ϕ); exjt (ϕ) = r (ϕ) pet pet jt



ljt (ϕ) =



(16)



x where ljt (ϕ) and ljt (ϕ) denote the variable labor inputs demand in the domestic and ex-



port markets, respectively; ejt (ϕ) and exjt (ϕ) are the emission permit inputs demand in the domestic and export markets, respectively. Revenues earned from the domestic and export
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x market, denoted by rjt (ϕ) and rjt (ϕ), respectively, are proportional to ϕ,



"



rjt (ϕ) =



Yjt Pjtρ



cjt (pet , wt ) σ



#1−ρ x (ϕ) = ϕ; rjt



Yjt∗ Pjt∗ρ



"



τj cjt (pet , wt ) σ



#1−ρ



ϕ



(17)



We apportion the entire fixed production cost to the domestic markets and the fixed exporting cost to the export markets. Hence, total profits of home intermediate firms in period includes profits earned in the domestic markets, denoted by πjt (ϕ), and profits earned x in the export markets, denoted by πjt (ϕ),



x rjt (ϕ) rjt (ϕ) x πjt (ϕ) = − fj ; πjt (ϕ) = − fjx ρ ρ



(18)



Thus, the equilibrium profits of the intermediate firm with productivity ϕ, denoted by Πjt (ϕ), can be written as, n



o



x Πjt (ϕ) = πjt (ϕ) + max πjt (ϕ), 0



(19)



The timing of the event is described as follows. At the beginning of each period t, in sector j ∈ {c, d}, each intermediate good firm pays a time-invariant fixed entrance fee of fje > 0 as an initial investment to draw its firm-specific productivity, ϕ, from a common distribution function, g(ϕ), with positive support. g(ϕ) has a continuous cumulative distribution function of G(ϕ). Upon observing the draw, the intermediate firm decides to operate a plant in that sector. If the firm does decide to operate, it bears a fixed production cost of fj > 0 to establish a plant and serve the domestic market. Export requires an additional fixed cost of fjx > 0 and the standard iceberg form of variable cost, τj > 1. If the firm does produce, it also faces an exogenous probability, δ ∈ (0, 1), of an idiosyncratic bad shock that forces it to exit. At the end of each period, the surviving firm with a productivity draw ϕ could invest c(q)ϕ units of research goods in R&D to improve its productivity. R&D could succeed and raise the productivity by ∆ϕ with a probability q, it fails and suffers a
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productivity loss by the same amount otherwise. The firm’s choice of q is referred as the process innovation in Atkeson and Burstein (2010), and the R&D expenditure of c(q) is increasing and convex in q. A detailed function form will be specified in the later simulation section. All fixed costs and innovation investments measured in research goods are known to all firms. Let Vjt (ϕ) be the value of an intermediate firm with productivity ϕ in sector j at time t after realization of its productivity draw. The next period, the firm of type ϕ would survive with a probability of 1−δ. Then, its productivity would be upgraded to ϕ+∆ϕ with a probability of q, and be downgraded to ϕ − ∆ϕ otherwise. Given a sequence of {ϕ, fjx }, the problem for an incumbent firm is defined recursively by a Bellman function: 



Vjt (ϕ, fjx ) = max Πjt (ϕ, fjx ) − µj (q)ϕ − fj n o 1−δ 0 0 max 0, qVjt+1 (ϕ + ∆ϕ, fjx ) + (1 − q)Vjt+1 (ϕ − ∆ϕ, fjx ) + 1+λ







(20)



In each period t and sector j, the decision of operating follows a cutoff rule that firms with productivity no less than a cutoff of ϕˆjt choose to operate and firms with productivity below this cutoff exit. Note, if the fixed production costs are assumed away, fj = 0, then there is no endogenous entry and exit. Likewise for the export decision, given the static profit maximization problem, the export decisions are determined by the static condition that variable profits from exports must exceed fixed costs of exporting, that is



x (ϕ) ≥ 0 xjt (ϕ) = 1 iff πjt



(21)



In any periods when new firms enter sector j after paying an initial entrance fee of fje , free entry condition requires fje =



1 Z Vjt+1 (ϕ, fjx )dG(ϕ) 1+λ



12



(22)



where 1 + λ also is the world interest rate. Denote Mjte as the measure of potential new entrants of intermediate firms in sector j ∈ {c, d} at time t. The measure for operating intermediate firms in the home country in period t + 1 with a state variable less than or equal to ϕ0 , denoted by Mjt+1 (ϕ0 ), is equal to the sum of three inflows of firms: (i) successful new entrants in period t; (ii) incumbents surviving from period t whose productivity is upgraded; and (iii) incumbents surviving from period t whose productivity is downgraded. The law of motion is written as follows:



Mjt+1 (ϕ0 ) =



       



Mjte [G(ϕ0 ) − G(ϕˆ0jt+1 )]



+(1 − δ)       



 R ϕ0 −∆ϕ 0



qdMjt (ϕ) +



R ϕ0 +∆ϕ ϕ ˆ0jt+1







(1 − q)dMjt (ϕ)



for ϕ0 ≥ ϕˆ0 jt+1 for ϕ0 < ϕˆ0jt+1



0



where ϕˆ0 is the entry cutoff productivity level.



2.3



Aggregate Variables



The government in each country implements an emission permit cap-and-trade program by setting a time path of permit cap, {E t }. Intermediate firms must purchase equivalent amounts of permits to emit pollution. Revenues collected from auctioning emission permits would be transferred to the representative consumer in a lump-sum form. p Let (Ejt , Lpjt ) denote the aggregate emissions permits and labor used in producing the



intermediate goods, respectively. Thus, they are given as



p Ejt =



Z h



i



ejt (ϕ) + xjt (ϕ)exjt (ϕ) dMjt ; Lpjt =



Z h



i



ljt (ϕ) + xjt (ϕxjt (ϕ) dMjt



(23)



r Let (Ejt , Lrjt ) denote the aggregate emissions permits and labor used in the production



of research goods. Using equation (12), the amounts of emissions permits and labor utilized
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to produce the research goods in sector j are, respectively



Ejr =



Pj βj α r r Pj (1 − βj )α r Y ;L = Yj pe 1 − α j j w 1−α



(24)



The market clearing conditions for emission permits and for labor are, respectively,



p r (Ejt + Ejt ) = Et



(25)



(Lpjt + Lrjt ) = L



(26)



X j



X j



The aggregate revenue in the steady-state equilibrium equals the total payments to emission permits and labor inputs,



Rt = pet E t + wt L



(27)



The non-tradable final output in each sector is purchased by local consumers or used as a factor for research goods production. Thus, the feasibility condition of the final output requires



Cjt + Yjtr = Yjt



(28)



Finally, research goods are used in all fixed production costs, fixed exports costs, fixed entry fees, and innovation investment. The feasibility constraint on research goods in sector j of the home country is given by Z h



i



fj + xjt (ϕ)fjx + µjt (q) dMjt + fje Mjte = Ajt
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(29)



2.4



Equilibrium



An equilibrium is a collection of sequences of aggregate prices and wages, prices for emission permits, prices for intermediate goods, a collection of sequences of aggregate quantities and quantities of the intermediate goods, and a collection of sequences of firm value functions and profit, innovation decisions, measures of operating and entering firms, and aggregate emissions, such that, in each period and each country: (i) a representative household maximizes its utility subject to the budget constraint; (ii) intermediate goods firms maximize withinperiod profits; (iii) final goods firms maximize profits; (iv) research goods firms maximize profits; (v) labor and emission permits input markets clear, respectively; and (vi) the mass of operating firms and evolution of environmental quality are given by the law of motion, respectively. In our simulation analysis with a symmetric steady-state equilibrium, the export v 1−ρ vx τj . Now, assume = πjt variable profit is related with the domestic variable profit, πjt



a firm’s exit, export, and innovation decisions are given and the associated steady-state ˜ jt (ϕ) ≡ Mjt (ϕ)/Mjte , are given as well. The distributions per entering firms across sectors, M time subscript is omitted. To solve for the remaining aggregate variables, first define the measure of aggregate productivity. Let ϕ˜dj be an index of productivity aggregated across all operating and non-exporting home intermediate firms, and ϕ˜xj be an index of productivity aggregated across all exporting home intermediate firms



ϕ˜djt



=



Z



˜ jt ; ϕ˜xjt = [1 − xjt (ϕ)]ϕdM



Z



˜ jt xjt (ϕ)ϕdM



(30)



Both indexes are scaled by the mass of entering firms. Hence, our ideal measure of aggregate productivity in a home country per entering firms, ϕ˜jt , is given by ϕ˜jt = ϕ˜djt + (1 + τj1−ρ )ϕ˜xjt
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(31)



By symmetry, ϕ˜jt also represents the aggregate productivity for all operating firms (domestic and foreign) competing in a home country (where the productivity of exporters is adjusted by the trade cost, τ ). In other words, (ϕ˜dt , ϕ˜ct ) correspond to the aggregate "dirty sector-specific technology" index and "clean sector-specific technology" index per entering firms, respectively. With the aggregate productivity index, the aggregate price and aggregate output in each sector are rewritten as, # " #1−ρ  cj (pe , w)  cj (pe , w) e 1/(1−ρ) v ; Y j = πj ρ ϕ˜j Mj Pj−ρ Pj = σ σ "



(32)



From a firm’s static profit maximization problem, the aggregate emission permit inputs and aggregate labor inputs used in the production of the home intermediate firms in sector j are β j cj βj σ cj 1−ρ 1/(1−ρ) Yj Pjρ ϕ˜j = Yj ϕ˜j Ej = pe σ pe  1−ρ (1 − βj )σ (1 − βj )σ 1/(1−ρ) ρ cj Lj = Yj P j ϕ˜j = Yj ϕ˜j w σ w 







(33) (34)



The average expenditure on the research goods per entering firms in sector j is written as



A¯fj =



Z h



i



˜j + fe fj + xj (ϕ)fjx + µj (q)ϕ dM j



(35)



Using equations (24) and (32), for each sector j ∈ {c, d}, given πjv , ϕ˜j , and A¯fj , the symmetric steady-state values of pe , w, Yjr , and Mje solve the following system of six
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equations,



Yj =Cj + Yjr = E=



RPj−ε r 1−ε + Yj 1−ε Pc + Pd



(36)



(Ejp + Ejr )



(37)



(Lpj + Ejr )



(38)



X j



L=



X j



h



A¯fj Mje =(Yjr )1−α (Lrj )1−βj (Ejr )βj



3 3.1



iα



(39)



Numerical Simulation Numerical Algorithm



The recursive algorithm that uses the Matlab code to look for the symmetric steady-state equilibrium is built upon the one used in Atkeson and Burstein (2010). The first step is to solve for the level of πjv by solving the Bellman function of firm value consistent with the free entry conditions. Given πjv and the associated firm’s value function, we could pin down a firm’s entry-exit, export and innovation decisions, which, in turn, helps derive the stationary distribution of productivity according to the laws of motion. With the policy functions and stationary distribution, the remaining aggregate variables could be written as functions of policy functions, stationary distribution, initial value of permit price, and mass of entering firms. Finally, we solve the equilibrium values for pe , w, Yjr and Mje , such that two final goods market clearing, two feasibility constraints of research goods, emission permits and labor market clearing conditions hold.



3.2



Calibration



Table 1 summarizes values for all parameters assumed in the baseline. In general, most parameters are drawn from Atkeson and Burstein (2010), Bernard et al. (2007), and Acemoglu
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et al. (2012). Both dirty and clean sectors share the same values for fixed production costs, entry costs, and exporting costs, all of which come from Atkeson and Burstein (2010) and Bernard et al. (2007). The latter focuses on a two-sector general equilibrium model with comparative advantages. These sectors only differ in pollution intensities. We take a value of βd = 0.6 for pollution intensity in the dirty sector and a value of βc = 0.2 in the clean sector. The exogenous exit rate, δ = 0.55%, is drawn from Atkeson and Burstein (2010), who find this value consistent with that rate for large firms in the U.S. database. The annual interest rate (the annual discount rate as well) assumes a value of 5% from Atkeson and Burstein (2010). The elasticity of substitution across intermediate goods assumes ρ = 5. We consider the value ε = 3 for the elasticity of substitution between aggregate clean and dirty final goods from the consumption side. The productivity distribution is parameterized, such that all firms enter with a common productivity of ϕ = 0, a discrete productivity shock assumes ∆ϕ = 0.25. As in Atkeson and Burstein (2010), the process innovation cost function adopts a form of µj (q) = ebj q , where bj governs the curvature of this function. This curvature parameter also represents the elasticity of innovation, the higher the value for , the more inelastic the process innovation decision. In the baseline, we consider the same low value of bc = bd = 12 for both dirty and clean sectors, so the reallocation of process innovation is quite large if a trade cost changes. The last key parameter is the discount rate, which adopts the Stern (2006) discount rate of δ = 0.014 per annum.
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Numerical Results



In this section, we report results from numerical experiments concerning the implications of a carbon tariff on dirty intermediate goods and a stringent environmental policy. These computational exercises aim to highlight their impacts on the process innovation, trade patterns, and productivity dynamics within and between sectors. Moreover, we also vary
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the elasticity of innovation in either each sector or both sectors and to evaluate the interactive effects of policy instruments among scenarios with different innovation shocks.



4.1



Carbon Tariff



We postulate the intermediate inputs in the dirty sector are subject to relatively higher trade variable costs than those in the clean sector, reflecting a potential international trade agreement devoted to charging additional border fees for carbon embodied inputs shipped abroad. Under this numerical scenario, 20% more trade variable costs are charged for all exported intermediate goods in the dirty sector. Figure 1 depicts scatter plots for value function and process innovation against the productivity grid when innovation costs are in the baseline value for bc = bd = 12.2 The blue cross marker indicates the clean sector, while the red point marker refers to the dirty sector. A 20% increase in trade variable costs for dirty goods sets higher trade barriers on intermediate inputs produced in the dirty sector; hence, making these dirty plants difficult to survive in the exporting market. This trade barrier lowers the value of exporting; hence, the value of operation as shown in the upper panel of Figure 1. The gap of operation value between sectors rises as productivity increases. As shown in the lower panel of Figure 1, the R&D investment probability curve for dirty plants is below that for clean plants. The higher trade variable cost depresses the incentives of dirty firms to invest in R&D. Table 2 presents simulation results on selected key variables when trade variable costs in the dirty sector rises. All columns assume a 20% increase in trade costs in the dirty sector and vary with exogenous shocks in innovation costs across sectors. Column (1) shows the baseline innovation costs for bc = bd = 20, an increase in trade variable costs in the dirty sector would crush the relatively less productive dirty plants from the export market, due to the rising trade barriers. On one hand, the loss of sales from overseas market could 2



The main reason to choose these specific values is the numerical algorithm is highly sensitive to these values. We suggest readers focus more on the relative change in results, due to the change in these values instead of the values themselves.
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increase the productivity cut-off for entering the export market. On the other hand, this revenue loss would discourage dirty plants to engage in the process innovation as illustrated in the lower panel of Figure 1, therefore, reducing aggregate productivity. The overall effect, shown in column (1) of Table 2, suggests the discouraged process innovation dominates the rising productivity threshold, then leads to a falling aggregate productivity of exporters per entering firms by 67.7%. The trade cost rise reallocates market shares from exporter and nonexporters, resulting in a falling productivity threshold for entering the domestic market and a rising productivity cutoff for entering the export market. This resource reallocation increases the normalized aggregate productivity of non-exporters per entering firms by 50.3% through changes in productivity cutoffs. The overall normalized aggregate productivity falls by 6.3% as both the productivity cutoff for entering the domestic market and the R&D investment decrease. The normalized aggregate productivity index across firms’ exporting status and all operating firms in the clean sector depends upon trade costs for clean intermediate goods, but not trade costs for dirty goods. Thus, these productivity indexes remain constant, due to the primitive assumption of the model. The final aggregate productivity for each sector is the product of the normalized productivity per entering firms and the mass of entering firms. Whereas the normalized aggregate productivity for the dirty sector declines, aggregate productivity rises due to the rising entrees of dirty firms. The difference in the aggregate productivity index across sectors reallocates factors of production between sectors. The aggregate output, consumption, and labor and emission inputs used in producing research goods fall, since the dirty sector bears a relative loss in aggregate productivity compared to that in the clean sector. Similarly, labor and emission permits used in the dirty sector also fall, due to its declining aggregate productivity. The production of research goods in the dirty sector falls by 2.9%, as the process innovation is suppressed. In contrast, the clean sector experiences a relative gain in the aggregate productivity gain; hence, it is followed by an expansion of aggregate production. In column (2) of Table 2, we examine the effects of carbon tariffs in the dirty sector on
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the intra-industry firm dynamics and the inter-industry resource reallocations along with an exogenously positive shock on innovation costs in the clean sector. The positive innovation cost shock in the clean sector, bc = 12 to bc = 10, significantly raises the process innovation for clean firms. Consequently, the aggregate productivity per entering firms across the export status in the clean sector rises, as do all across all operating firms in the clean sector. This result is consistent with the rising R&D investment for research goods in the clean sector. Accounting for the mass of entrees, the aggregate productivity index in the clean sector increases by 18.6%, while the aggregate productivity index for the dirty sector rises slightly by 0.7%. This relative aggregate productivity gap between sectors attracts more factors for production from the dirty sector flowing into the clean sector. Thus, the aggregate clean output increases by 6.9%, while the aggregate dirty output falls by 2.4%. Compared with column (1) in Table 2, the innovation cost advantage that favors the clean sector amplifies the productivity gap between the dirty sectors and the clean sectors, thereby leading to a relatively large expansion of the clean sector. In column (3) Table 2, we investigate the intra- and inter-industry effects of the carbon tariff in the dirty sectors, while assuming a positive innovation shock in the dirty sectors. Although trade tariffs drive relatively less productive firms out of the export market, innovation investments arising from the positive innovation cost shock increases the aggregate productivity in the dirty sectors. Compared with the results in column (1), the positive innovation cost shock in the dirty sector would mitigate the burden bared by the dirty sectors. The aggregate productivity in the dirty sectors increases more than that for the clean sector, thereby attracting production resources from the clean sector to the dirty sector. Finally, as shown in column (4) Table 2, when both clean and dirty sectors encounter lower innovation costs, their aggregate productivity indexes increase by 17.2 and 13%, respectively. Although the dirty sector experiences trade barriers, the innovation shock encourages dirty plants to engage in the process innovation and employ more research goods in R&D investment by 90.6%. Thus, the aggregate productivity in the dirty sector increases, due to
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the dominated innovation shock effects. When comparing the simulated results in column (4) with those in column (1), the productivity gap between sectors increases in the elasticity of innovation, suggesting a significant role of endogenous innovation in shaping the sector-level aggregate productivity. In the absence of positive innovation shocks in the dirty sector as shown in columns (1) and (2) in Table 2, additional border adjustments on dirty goods lead to the expansion of clean sectors and contraction of dirty sectors. Because the clean sector is labor-intensive, this sector expansion raises the relative prices from wage rates to permit prices. The dirty sector is subject to the border adjustment would not avoid contracting unless the innovation shock relatively favors this sector.



4.2



Stringent Environmental Policy



In this subsection we consider two different experiments along with exogenous innovation costs shocks: (i) a 20% reduction in emission caps from the baseline value E = 100 to E = 80; and (ii) a 5% increase in fixed entry costs in the dirty sector.



4.2.1



Reduction in Emission Permit Cap



According to the recursive algorithm described in the previous section, changes other than fixed production costs, innovation costs, and trade costs have no effects on firmsâĂŹ innovation decisions; hence, a steady-state distribution normalized by entering firms.3 Table 3 presents simulated results for each scenario of interests. The emission permit cap reduction successfully raises the permit price by more than 8%. The positive innovation cost shocks, favorable for sector expansion, result in higher environmental pressures for all polluting firms. 3



The Bellman equation (Vjt ) only depends on an initial guess of variable profit, discount rate, and cost structures, including production, exporting and the process innovation. As long as all these costs are measured in units of labor, price system like permit price, wage rate or aggregate price should not come into play to solve this dynamic programming problem by the value function iteration method. Thus, a changing permit price, due to a reduction in emission permit cap, should have no impact on the process innovation and value function, due to this special modeling assumption.
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As shown in column (1) Table 3, a reduction in emission cap in this particular framework would only affect firm-level productivity dynamics through its influence on the mass of entering firms. Thus, changes of the mass for entering firms reflect changes for the aggregate productivity indices. Fiercer competition in the emission permit market requires potential new dirty plants to draw higher productivity, captured by a falling mass of entering firms in the dirty sector. As expected, when the emission permit cap declines, the aggregate productivity across all operating dirty firms falls by 18.4%, while that for the clean sector rises by 1.1%. The model in the aggregate level is in the context of the Heckscher-Ohlin trade model. As predicted by Rybczynski’s theorem, a reduction in emission cap would decrease the aggregate production of the emission-intensive sector (dirty sector). In our exercise, the aggregate production of the dirty sector falls by 24.5% and increases the aggregate production of the labor-intensive sector (clean sector) by 4.3%. With a positive innovation cost shock in the clean sector, as shown in column (2) Table 3, research goods used in R&D to improvement productivity in the clean sector increases significantly by 142%. Such drastic increases in R&D investment raise the aggregate productivity in the clean sector significantly from 1.1 to 16.4% compared to the results in column (1). The rising aggregate productivity gap between clean and dirty sectors attracts resources to sectors with greater productivity. As a consequence, aggregate clean output rises by 10.2%, while aggregate dirty output falls by 26.4%. When the exogenous innovation cost shock favors the dirty sector rather than the clean sector, aggregate productivity in the dirty sector drops less than that for the absence of innovation cost shock. Accounting for the mass of entering firms, the aggregate productivity for the dirty sector falls by 6.2%, while the aggregate productivity of the clean sector rises by 1.3%. The innovation cost advantage helps offset the negative effects of emission permit cap reduction on the dirty sector. If innovation costs for both sectors fall, as illustrated in column (4) Table 3, the clean sector experiences gains in the aggregate productivity, but the dirty sector suffers a loss.
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Although positive innovation shock helps the negative effect of the emission cap reduction on dirty sector productivity, the relative productivity gap between clean and dirty increases, thereby attracting more production resources from dirty sectors to clean sectors.



4.2.2



Increase in Fixed Entry Cost



As illustrated in the upper panel of Figure 2, a 5% increase in fixed costs for entering a dirty sector raises the steady-state value of operation, which is consistent with the free entry condition. For all operating firms, entry cost should not affect the productivity threshold of entering either domestic or export markets. The rising firms’ value encourages all operating firms to participate in R&D investment to improve their productivity. In the lower panel of Figure 2, the process innovation of dirty firms is higher than that for clean firms. Table 4 presents the simulated results corresponding to a 5% increase in fixed entry costs in the dirty sector. On one hand, this rising entry barrier increases the process innovation for dirty plants; hence, it raises the normalized aggregate productivity per entering firms regardless of exporting status. On the other hand, expected profit declines as a result of the rising entry barrier, thereby reducing the mass of firms entering the dirty sector. Whereas the aggregate productivity across all operating firms in the dirty sector falls by 2.4%, the product of the normalized aggregate productivity per entering firms and the mass of entrees, the aggregate productivity for all clean firms rises by 0.6%. With the positive innovation cost shock in the clean sector, as shown in column (2) Table 4, the aggregate productivity for all clean firms rises by 15.7%, due to the rising R&D investment, which increases significantly by 141%. Column (3) Table 4 shows the simulated results in the presence of the positive innovation cost shock and the rising entry costs for the dirty sector. The rising R&D investment leads to a drastic increase in the normalized aggregate productivity per entering firm. Although the mass entry into the dirty sector declines, the overall aggregate productivity rises by 15.4%. Compared with the scenario in the absence of innovation costs advantage in column (1), the innovation cost shock plays a
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key role in shaping the aggregate productivity; hence, attracts factors of production to the sector with higher productivity. The last column of Table 4 shows the simulated results when both sectors face with positive shocks in innovation costs. Despite a higher entry barrier in the dirty sector, the lower innovation costs induce both dirty and clean firms to participate in the process innovation by employing more research goods into R&D uses. R&D research goodsâĂŹ costs rise by 145% in the clean sector and 178% in the dirty sector. As a result of the scaled-up endogenous innovation, both sectors experience rising aggregate productivity; hence, the rising aggregate outputs. Without innovation cost shocks, the rising entry barriers in the dirty sector successfully lower the aggregate demand for the emission permit, leading to a falling permit price by 0.3%. With the innovation cost shocks only favorable for the dirty sector, the aggregate demand for emission permits relative to labor rises, thereby bidding up the relative permit price to the wage rate



5



Conclusions



In this paper, we construct an analytical framework by extending the framework from Atkeson and Burstein (2010) to analyze the long-term effects of different environmental-related policy interventions in a two-country, two-sector, symmetric trade world with heterogeneous firms taking endogenous decisions on production, trade, and innovation. We also numerically examine the quantitative effects of stringent environmental policies and carbon tariffs on firms’ production and innovation decisions, and society-wide resource allocations. Unsurprisingly, the numerical simulations show any policies, explicitly or implicitly targeted on the dirty sections, will have similar consequences, such as discouraging innovation activities, allocating more resources from the dirty sector. If firms in the dirty sector can have more affordable innovation cost structures, the negative consequences borne by them can be greatly
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ameliorated. Our numerical simulations have several implications on current global climate talks. First, the results reveal an undesirable response of firms to policy interventions. Different from static models or exogenous innovation models, our model allows firms to choose their own innovation decisions under the changing policy environment. If the policy can affect the profitability of firms at any given productivity level, firms will respond to this by adjusting their innovation investment, which, in turn, gives rise to a much larger resource reallocation effect. Second, the amplified undesirable resource reallocation consequences can be greatly mitigated, if accompanied with leaning innovation cost structures. The mechanism is straightforward. Firms can afford innovation costs to upgrade their technology to better absorb any negative impacts, if innovation costs are more affordable. Combining these results, it clearly echoes two unsolved concerns in the current climate talk. One is the lost development opportunity worried by developing countries, and the second is the necessary technology transfer between developed countries and developing countries. Results from our analysis strongly suggest technology transfer or supporting a pro-R&D environment by governments should take the central stage in climate talks, along with other policies, such as cap-and-trade proposals or border adjustment arrangements.
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Figure 1: Value Function and Process Innovation in Response to a 20% Increase in Export Variable Costs in Dirty Sector (when elasticity of innovation across sector bc = bd = 12
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Figure 2: Value Function and Process Innovation in Response to a 5% Increase in Fixed Entry Costs in Dirty Sector (when elasticity of innovation across sector bc = bd = 12
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Table 1: Parameters in the Baseline Variables Labor supply Emission cap Exit rate Input elasticity of substitution Output elasticity of substitution Discount rate Productivity jump Factor shares in research good production Elasticity of process innovation Innovation costs Industry emission intensity Fixed production costs Sunk entry costs Fixed exports costs Iceberg export costs



Values L = 100 E = 100 δ = 0.55% ρ=5 ε=3 λ = 0.014 ∆ϕ = 0.25 α = 0.6 bc = bd = 10 µj (q) = ebj q βc = 0.2, βd = 0.6 fc = fd = 0.1 fce = fde = 1 fcx = fdx = 0.13 1−ρ τc = 0.3, τd1−ρ = 0.3



Note: AB (2010) indicates Atkeson and Burstein (2010)
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Source Assumed Assumed AB(2010) AB(2010) AB(2010) AB(2010) AB(2010) Assumed AB(2010) AB(2010) Assumed AB(2010) AB(2010) AB(2010) AB(2010)



Table 2: Trade Cost Tariffs on Dirty Sector varying with Sector-Specific Elasticity of Innovation (% changes relative to baseline)
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Exogenous innovation shocks Permit price pe Wage rate w New entrees Mjv Norm agg. prod. ϕ˜j Norm agg. prod. of exporters ϕ˜xj Norm agg. prod. of non-exporters ϕ˜dj Agg. prod. ϕ˜j Mje Agg. prod. of exporters ϕ˜j Mje Agg. prod. of non-exporters ϕ˜dj Mje Aggregate output Yj Aggregate consumption Cj Output used in research goods Yjr Aggregate labor as inputs Lj used in production Lpj used in producing research goods Lrj Aggregate emissions as inputs Ej used in production Ejp used in producing research goods Ejr Research goods Aj used in fixed production costs used in export fixed costs used in R&D costs used in entry fixed costs



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



clean dirty bc = bd = 12 2.10% 2.90% 3.00% 7.20% 0.00% -6.30% 0.00% -67.70% 0.00% 50.30% 3.00% 0.50% 3.00% -65.30% 3.00% 61.20% 1.00% -0.20% 0.90% 0.00% 3.60% -2.80% 0.60% -1.20% 0.10% -0.70% 2.70% -3.30% 1.30% -0.40% 0.90% 0.00% 3.50% -2.60% 3.00% -2.90% 3.00% 6.60% 3.00% -73.10% 3.00% -0.10% 3.00% 7.20%



clean dirty bc = 10,bd = 12 4.00% 6.70% -62.00% 7.50% 212% -6.30% 429% -67.70% 11.80% 50.30% 18.60% 0.70% 101% -65.30% -57.50% 61.60% 6.90% -2.40% 6.90% -2.40% 7.10% -2.50% 2.00% -4.10% 2.00% -4.10% 2.10% -4.20% 4.70% -1.60% 4.60% -1.60% 4.80% -1.70% 3.50% -2.70% -47.70% 6.90% -18.00% -73.10% 147% 0.20% -62.00% 7.50%



clean dirty bc = 12,bd = 10 4.50% 3.30% 1.80% -41.70% 0.00% 93.70% 0.00% 109% 0.00% 78.90% 1.80% 12.80% 1.80% 22.20% 1.80% 4.20% -1.30% 4.90% -1.40% 5.00% 2.20% 1.30% -0.90% 1.90% -1.50% 2.50% 2.00% -1.10% -2.00% 0.70% -2.60% 1.30% 0.80% -2.20% 1.80% -1.10% 1.80% -24.00% 1.80% -47.00% 1.80% 90.20% 1.80% -41.70%



clean dirty bc = bd = 10 6.40% 7.10% -62.50% -41.60% 212% 93.70% 429% 109% 11.80% 78.90% 17.20% 13.00% 98.70% 22.40% -58.00% 4.40% 4.60% 2.60% 4.50% 2.60% 5.60% 1.50% 0.50% -1.10% 0.40% -0.90% 1.40% -2.00% 1.20% -0.40% 1.10% -0.30% 2.10% -1.30% 2.30% -0.90% -48.30% -23.80% -19.00% -46.80% 144% 90.60% -62.50% -41.60%



Table 3: Emission Cap Reduction varying with Sector-Specific Elasticity of Innovation (% changes relative to baseline) (1)
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Exogenous innovation shocks Permit price pe Wage rate w New entrees Mjv Norm agg. prod. ϕ˜j Norm agg. prod. of exporters ϕ˜xj Norm agg. prod. of non-exporters ϕ˜dj Agg. prod. ϕ˜j Mje Agg. prod. of exporters ϕ˜j Mje Agg. prod. of non-exporters ϕ˜dj Mje Aggregate output Yj Aggregate consumption Cj Output used in research goods Yjr Aggregate labor as inputs Lj used in production Lpj used in producing research goods Lrj Aggregate emissions as inputs Ej used in production Ejp used in producing research goods Ejr Research goods Aj used in fixed production costs used in export fixed costs used in R&D costs used in entry fixed costs



clean dirty bc = bd = 12 8.50% -5.50% 1.10% -18.40% 1.10% -18.40% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.10% -18.40% 1.10% -18.40% 1.10% -18.40% 4.30% -24.50% 4.50% -24.60% 1.30% -21.70% 6.40% -13.20% 6.90% -13.70% 3.90% -10.50% -7.30% -24.40% -6.80% -24.80% -9.50% -22.00% 1.10% -18.40% 1.10% -18.40% 1.10% -18.40% 1.10% -18.40% 1.10% -18.40%



(2)



(3)



(4)



clean dirty clean dirty clean dirty bc = 10,bd = 12 bc = 12,bd = 10 bc = bd = 10 10.70% 12.50% 14.80% -1.70% -3.70% 0.00% -62.70% -18.20% 1.30% -69.90% -62.60% -69.90% -62.70% -18.20% 1.30% -69.90% -62.60% -69.90% 212% 0.00% 0.00% 212% 212% 212% 429% 0.00% 0.00% 429% 429% 429% 16.40% -18.20% 1.30% -6.20% 16.60% -5.90% 97.40% -18.20% 1.30% 59.20% 97.80% 59.60% -58.30% -18.20% 1.30% -66.40% -58.20% -66.30% 10.20% -26.40% 2.30% -19.90% 8.10% -21.80% 10.40% -26.60% 2.30% -19.90% 8.20% -21.90% 4.80% -21.50% 1.60% -19.10% 5.00% -18.90% 7.80% -15.90% 5.10% -10.40% 6.40% -13.20% 8.60% -16.80% 5.20% -10.60% 6.90% -13.70% 3.30% -11.30% 4.40% -9.70% 3.90% -10.50% -4.40% -25.30% -10.10% -23.40% -7.30% -24.40% -3.60% -26.20% -10.00% -23.50% -6.80% -24.80% -8.30% -21.30% -10.70% -22.80% -9.50% -22.00% 1.60% -18.20% 1.30% -18.10% 1.80% -17.90% -48.60% -18.20% 1.30% -58.60% -48.50% -58.50% -19.60% -18.20% 1.30% -35.10% -19.40% -35.00% 142% -18.20% 1.30% 95.40% 143% 95.90% -62.70% -18.20% 1.30% -69.90% -62.60% -69.90%



Table 4: Fixed Entry Costs Increase in Dirty Sector Varying with Sector-Specific Elasticity of Innovation (% changes relative to baseline)
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Exogenous innovation shocks Permit price pe Wage rate w New entrees Mjv Norm agg. prod. ϕ˜j Norm agg. prod. of exporters ϕ˜xj Norm agg. prod. of non-exporters ϕ˜dj Agg. prod. ϕ˜j Mje Agg. prod. of exporters ϕ˜j Mje Agg. prod. of non-exporters ϕ˜dj Mje Aggregate output Yj Aggregate consumption Cj Output used in research goods Yjr Aggregate labor as inputs Lj used in production Lpj used in producing research goods Lrj Aggregate emissions as inputs Ej used in production Ejp used in producing research goods Ejr Research goods Aj used in fixed production costs used in export fixed costs used in R&D costs used in entry fixed costs



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



clean dirty bc = bd = 12 -0.30% 0.20% 0.60% -5.50% 0.00% 3.30% 0.00% 5.10% 0.00% 1.70% 0.60% -2.40% 0.60% -0.70% 0.60% -3.90% 0.60% -1.10% 0.60% -1.00% 0.70% -1.10% 0.40% -0.80% 0.40% -0.70% 0.40% -0.80% 0.80% -0.30% 0.80% -0.30% 0.90% -0.30% 0.60% -0.70% 0.60% -3.40% 0.60% -1.60% 0.60% 2.70% 0.60% -0.80%



clean dirty bc = 10,bd = 12 1.50% 3.90% -62.90% -5.30% 212% 3.30% 429% 5.10% 11.80% 1.70% 15.70% -2.10% 96.30% -0.50% -58.50% -3.70% 6.50% -3.30% 6.60% -3.40% 4.10% -0.90% 1.80% -3.70% 2.20% -4.10% -0.10% -1.70% 4.20% -1.40% 4.60% -1.80% 2.20% 0.60% 1.10% -0.40% -48.90% -3.20% -20.00% -1.40% 141% 2.90% -62.90% -0.60%



clean dirty bc = 12,bd = 10 5.40% 4.00% 2.20% -77.40% 0.00% 410% 0.00% 841% 0.00% 13.90% 2.20% 15.40% 2.20% 113% 2.20% -74.30% -1.50% 5.80% -1.70% 6.00% 2.60% 1.50% -1.10% 2.20% -1.80% 2.90% 2.30% -1.30% -2.40% 0.80% -3.10% 1.50% 0.90% -2.60% 2.20% -1.40% 2.20% -67.10% 2.20% -45.80% 2.20% 177% 2.20% -76.30%



clean dirty bc = bd = 10 7.30% 7.80% -62.30% -77.30% 212% 410% 429% 841% 11.80% 13.90% 17.60% 15.70% 99.40% 113% -57.90% -74.20% 4.30% 3.50% 4.30% 3.60% 6.00% 1.80% 0.40% -0.80% 0.10% -0.50% 1.70% -2.20% 0.80% -0.30% 0.60% 0.00% 2.20% -1.70% 2.70% -1.20% -48.10% -67.00% -18.70% -45.60% 145% 178% -62.30% -76.20%
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